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Abstract
In this paper, we briefly summarize the capabilities of state-of-the-art angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) in the field of experimental condensed matter physics.
Due to the advancement of the detector technology and the high flux light sources, ARPES has
become a powerful tool to study the low energy excitations of solids, especially those novel
quantum materials in which many-body physics are at play. To benchmark today’s
state-of-the-art ARPES technique, we demonstrate that the precision of today’s ARPES has
advanced to a regime comparable to the bulk-sensitive de Haas–van Alphen (dHvA)
measurements. Finally, as an example of new discoveries driven by the advancement of the
ARPES technique, we summarize some of our recent ARPES measurements on underdoped
high-Tc superconducting cuprates, which have provided further insight into the complex
pseudogap problem.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

The photoemission process, known more widely as the
photoelectric effect, was first discovered by Hertz in 1887 [1].
Its microscopic mechanism was explained by Einstein using
the revolutionary concept of ‘light quanta’ [2], which became
a corner stone for the foundation of quantum mechanics.
Along with the development of quantum mechanics, scientists
started to realize that the photoemission process can be
a powerful tool to study the electronic state of materials,
which is fundamentally important in many fields, including
chemistry, surface science, and condensed matter physics.
The early valence band photoemission measurement on a
solid state sample was performed by Berglund and Spicer
in 1964 [3] on Cu and Ag. In this experiment, the edge
of the valence band from the d orbital at 2 and 4 eV
below the Fermi energy was resolved, which agrees with
the predictions of the non-interacting band theory. Since
then, the techniques of photoemission spectroscopy, especially
angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES), have made significant
progress and become one of the most crucial tools in studying
the electronic properties of today’s novel materials.

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy records the
number of photoelectrons at a given kinetic energy and
emission angle with respect to the sample. By virtue of

the energy and momentum conservation laws, one can then
deduce the binding energy and the crystal momentum of the
electron before it emitted away from the sample; therefore,
momentum-dependent electronic structures of the sample can
be resolved [4, 5]. This unique momentum-resolved ability
makes ARPES a powerful tool for mapping the band structure
and the Fermi surface topology. Furthermore, since the
ARPES intensity is proportional to the single particle spectral
function [4, 5], valuable information on the many-body effect
can be revealed from spectral analysis. A typical set-up
for a modern angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy in
a synchrotron radiation laboratory is shown in figure 1. The
photons emitted from the undulator are guided toward a
monochromator to produce the monochromatic photon beam
at the desired excitation energy. The monochromatic beam
is then focused and guided onto the sample to excite the
photoelectrons. Finally, the photoelectrons are collected by the
photoelectron analyzer. The whole system is under ultra-high
vacuum with a pressure typically less than 5 × 10−11 Torr to
maintain the sample surface quality.

The recent development of the ARPES technique is
heavily scientifically driven by the increasing demand
to study quantum materials, represented by the cuprate
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Figure 1. A sketch of a typical ARPES end station in a synchrotron radiation facility. The monochromator sketched here is the normal
incident monochromator (NIM), which can generate high quality monochromatic light from 7 to 30 eV for ARPES measurements with less
photon contamination from the higher order harmonic. The resolution of the experiment can be adjusted by changing the opening of exit slits
and analyzer slit.
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Figure 2. A set of ARPES data on Sr2RhO4 taken at an energy resolution of 8 meV. The Fermi surface (a) and the complete band structure
mapping (b) are both shown. The total number of spectra is on the order of 104, which were taken in 9 h of measurement time, corresponding
to a data acquisition rate of ∼3 s per spectrum. Reproduced with permission from [8]. Copyright 2006 by The American Physical Society.

superconductors, and is tied closely to the technology
development of both the photoelectron analyzer and the light
sources. A major improvement of the detector technology is
the advent of a two-dimensional image detecting method with a
CCD. This imaging technology can record the energy spectrum
along a cut line in the momentum space simultaneously, or
a 2D image of a cut plane in the energy–momentum space.
Compared to the older technology, which can only measure
the energy spectra at one momentum point at one time, this
2D imaging method used by the current analyzer not only
significantly increases the data collecting efficiency, but also
greatly improves the momentum resolution, from 1◦ to ∼0.2◦.
On the other hand, ARPES measurements have benefited
a lot from the maturing technology of the third generation
synchrotron radiation facilities during the past decade, which

can now routinely produce high flux (>1012 photons s−1) and
narrow bandwidth (<10 meV) monochromatic photons. In
addition, a high flux gas discharge lamp is also available, which
has been used widely in laboratory-based ARPES systems.
Equipped with 2D imaging detection techniques and the high
flux light sources, a state-of-the-art ARPES system is capable
of performing measurements at an energy resolution better than
10 meV with high efficiency (see figure 2 as an example).

Recently, ARPES measurements with ultra-high energy
resolution better than 1 meV have been made possible by
using a UV laser as the light source [6]. By using appropriate
nonlinear crystals and frequency summing of the laser beam,
one can produce VUV photons, which are suitable for ARPES
measurements. So far, the highest photon energy that can
be produced by this method is ∼7 eV, which is noticeably
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Figure 3. A benchmark of ARPES measurements on Sr2−yLayRuO4. (a) The Fermi surface of the Sr2−yLayRuO4 for y = 0. (b) dHvA
(closed circles) and ARPES (open squares) data for the carrier number of each of the three Fermi surface sheets as a function of y.
Reproduced with permission from [7]. Copyright 2007 by The American Physical Society.

lower than the regular photon energy normally used in a
synchrotron light source. A benefit of performing ARPES
measurements using low energy photons is a significant gain
of the momentum resolution, since the conversion from the
detector angle to the momentum space is proportional to the
square root of the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons. In
addition, the narrow bandwidth and high intensity of the
laser beam make it possible to operate the photoelectron
analyzer at an ultra-high resolution with high data acquisition
efficiency. However, since the matrix element of ARPES
spectra depends strongly on the excitation photon energy,
the very limited photon energy tunability of the laser is a
fundamental disadvantage of a laser-ARPES system. Clearly,
the laser-ARPES system is a complement to the synchrotron-
based ARPES system, but can hardly be a replacement.

For the rest of this article, we will demonstrate
the capability of a state-of-the-art ARPES system by
benchmarking with bulk-sensitive measurements. Finally, a
scientific example of our recent gap measurements on high-
Tc superconducting copper oxides will also be summarized, in
which new discoveries have been made by ARPES.

1. Benchmarking ARPES with bulk-sensitive
measurements

Fermi surface (FS) topology is one of the most crucial
properties determining the low energy excitations of an
electronic system. The volume of the FS corresponds to the
number of charger carriers available for low energy excitations;
together with the effective mass of electrons at the Fermi level,
the transport property of the system is mostly determined. The
shape of the Fermi surface can be very important, too. It is
known that instability toward a charge density wave or spin
density wave formation can be induced if a finite portion of
the Fermi surface can be connected by a constant wavevector,
a situation called Fermi surface nesting. In principle, ARPES

is an ideal tool for mapping the size and shape of the Fermi
surfaces, since it measures the single particle spectrum directly.
However, since the mean free path of the electron is very short
inside a solid [5], ARPES measurement is extremely surface
sensitive and its precision is generally expected to be lower
than the classical FS probes based on de Haas–van Alphen
(dHvA) or related effects. With the development of the ARPES
technique, it would be important to benchmark the precision
of ARPES measurement on materials whose FS can also be
measured by bulk-sensitive measurement. Recent reports have
demonstrated excellent agreements, as will be summarized in
the following paragraph.

Figure 3 demonstrates the results of an ARPES
measurement on doped ruthenates, Sr2−yLayRuO4 [7]. The
Fermi surfaces of these systems are rather complicated: as
shown in (a), the Fermi surface topology consists of two
electron pockets and one hole pocket; a rigid band shift
due to different doping level y is observed clearly through
ARPES measurement. Figure 3(b) summarizes the number
of charge carriers deduced from ARPES measurements, in
good agreement with those measured by dHvA on y = 0
and 0.06. The charge carrier concentration for each pocket
agrees very well between the values measured by ARPES and
dHvA techniques, suggesting that today’s ARPES technique
is capable of measuring Fermi surface topology at a precision
comparable to that measured by dHvA. An advantage of
ARPES over the dHvA measurements, as also shown in
figure 3(b), is that ARPES can measure the FS of the material
with a wider range than the dHvA technique, because dHvA
requires a long mean free path of the quasiparticle; therefore,
dHvA might miss larger FS pocket and clean samples are
required, which has limited its ability to study many of the
novel quantum materials. More importantly, the positions and
shapes of the FS pockets in momentum space are naturally
given by ARPES, while dHvA cannot, as it provides only the
volume of the Fermi surface.
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Figure 4. (a) Fermi surface mapping of the Sr2RhO4. (b) The Fermi surface contours determined from the data taken with different
resolutions. (c) A summary of the estimated Fermi surface volume for each pocket as a function of energy resolution of the ARPES
instrument. Reproduced with permission from [8]. Copyright 2006 by The American Physical Society.

The benchmarking of the ARPES technique is further
illustrated in figure 4, which is ARPES measurements on
Sr2RhO4 [8]. This system also has a rather complicated FS,
which consists of three different FS pockets, as shown in
figure 4(a). This is in contrast to the dHvA measurement on
the same materials, in which only one of the Fermi surface
pockets, βM , can be resolved. To benchmark the precision of
ARPES measurement, the size of each FS pocket measured
by ARPES is plotted as a function of energy resolution in
figures 4(b) and (c), suggesting that the error of FS volume
measured by ARPES can be less than 1% at an energy
resolution of 10 meV. With this precision, the charge carrier
concentration of the βM pocket deduced from ARPES is
found to have a good agreement with dHvA measurement.
Furthermore, using the effective mass and charge carrier
density of each pocket measured by ARPES, the authors
estimate the specific heat, which agrees very well with the
direct specific heat measurement. This remarkable agreement
between the spectroscopy measurement and thermodynamic
transport measurement suggests that the ARPES measurement
on this system does represent the bulk properties. Moreover, it
is the first concrete example that one can start with microscopic
information from ARPES data and arrive at a macroscopic
property—a feat can only be achieved if we have a microscopic
understanding.

In summary, the state-of-the-art ARPES technique is
reaching a precision comparable to the bulk-sensitive FS
measurement as demonstrated by the two aforementioned
examples. This precision and the unique capability of resolving
electronic structures in the energy–momentum space makes
ARPES an extremely powerful technique to reveal the physics
of the novel quantum materials not only qualitatively, but also
quantitatively, as will also be further demonstrated in section 2.

2. A scientific example of new discovery made by
ARPES—energy gap issue of underdoped high-Tc
cuprates

The pseudogap state in the underdoped region of the phase
diagram is the central intellectual problem in the field of
high-Tc superconductivity. Early studies demonstrated that
electronic excitations are gapped even at temperatures higher
than the superconducting transition temperature Tc. This

normal state gap is termed a ‘pseudogap’ because it is not
sharply defined, but rather has a broad spectral tail associated
with it [9]. The gap is highly anisotropic and most prominent
near the Brillouin zone boundary (a.k.a. the antinodal
region), reminiscent of its d-wave superconducting state at
temperatures below Tc [4]. Because of this similarity and
proximity in the phase diagram between the pseudogap state
and superconducting state, the relation between the energy gap
seen in the pseudogap state and in the superconducting state
has been a long-standing question.

The gap measurements made via different experimental
probes are, however, seemingly contradictory. On the one
hand, as direct probes of electronic states, angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) on the antinodal region
and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) data have shown
that the gap magnitude evolves continuously across Tc,
suggesting that the pseudogap and superconducting gap are
of the same origin [10–13]. The absence of a gap-opening
at Tc has been considered as a distinct feature separating the
cuprate superconductors from conventional superconductors,
in which the pairing gap is the order parameter that
dictates the superconducting phase transition. On the other
hand, in contrast to earlier ARPES and STM results, a
number of gap measurements from other experimental probes
reveal a temperature dependent superconducting gap whose
magnitude becomes smaller when the temperature approaches
Tc and disappears at temperatures above Tc. These include
the gap measurements from Andreev reflection [14, 15],
specific heat [16], intrinsic tunneling [17], and femtosecond
spectroscopy [18].

The contradictory results between the single particle
probes and others are also seen in the doping dependence
of the measured gap magnitude. The gap measured by
STM and ARPES near the antinodal region increases when
the doped hole concentration in the CuO2 plane reduces
(i.e. more underdoped) [19, 20]. Contrarily, the gap measured
by penetration depth [21] and Raman spectroscopy [22, 23]
suggests that the gap magnitude decreases with more
underdoping. In light of these contradictions, a two-gap
picture envisioning the pseudogap and superconducting gap
being different energy scales has been proposed. This sharply
opposes the one-gap picture established from the results of
the single particle probes. Clearly, to settle down this issue,
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T =10 K T =10 K 

Figure 5. (a) Doping dependence of the symmetrized spectra in (a) the intermediate region and (b) the antinodal region. Their corresponding
locations on the FS are shown in the inset in (a). The shaded area denotes the region inside the gap determined by the peak positions of the
energy distribution curves (EDCs). For the antinodal spectra, the position of the hump, which is determined from the second derivative of the
spectra, is used as the peak position. The inset in (b) shows the temperature dependence of the spectra of the Tc = 30 K sample taken at 10 K
(blue) and 50 K (red) in the antinodal region. (c) A summary of the gap size determined from the symmetrized EDCs at several different
locations in the intermediate region (where a peak can be resolved) and the antinodal region. A different trend of the doping dependence is
observed. From [25]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

it is necessary to understand how to resolve the contradiction
between the single particle probes and other measurements.

Most of the earlier gap measurements made by ARPES
were focused on the antinodal region; data near the node
(diagonal direction of the Brillouin zone) with detailed
temperature and doping dependent studies have been scarce
until now. This is because the gap near the node is smaller
due to the nature of the dx2−y2 pairing, which is difficult
to resolve with the limited resolution and data acquisition
efficiency of the earlier ARPES techniques. With the much
updated instrumental resolution and data acquisition efficiency
of today’s state-of-the-art ARPES system, it is now possible to
make the gap measurements near the nodal region with much
improved resolution and more data points in the momentum
space. We have made systematic gap measurements along the
entire Fermi surface on samples with different doping levels at
different temperatures. We found that, while the behavior of
the gap near the antinodal region is consistent with previous
ARPES measurements, the gap near the nodal region behaves
very differently, shedding a new light on this one-gap versus
two-gap issue [24].

We first review a systematic doping dependence study
in the heavily underdoped region using Y-doped Bi2212 with
Tc = 30, 40, and 50 K. The breakthrough of this set of data is
that we are able to resolve a quasiparticle peak near the nodal
region, which was not resolvable in the previous measurements
on samples with a similar doping range. The resolved
quasiparticle peak near the nodal region makes possible a
gap analysis for these heavily underdoped systems near the
nodal region [25]. Surprisingly, as shown in figure 5, the gap
associated with this sharp peak region near the node becomes
smaller when the system is more underdoped, reflecting the Tc

of the samples. We note that that this gap seen near the nodal
region is more relevant to the superconductivity since it tracks
the Tc of the samples and is associated with a quasiparticle

peak. On the contrary, the gap magnitude of the spectrum
near the antinodal region for these heavily underdoped samples
increases when the system is less doped. This opposite trend
of the doping dependence between the nodal region gap and
antinodal region gap, together with the very different spectral
lineshapes, implies that the pseudogap and superconducting
gap are two energy scales. We also note that the region
where one can see a quasiparticle peak on the Fermi surface
shrinks with more underdoping. This can be interpreted as
the expansion of the pseudogap territory from the antinodal
region, which suppresses the quasiparticle peaks and shrinks
the territory of superconductivity toward the nodal region.

We have also examined this two-gap picture from the
aspect of the temperature dependence [26]. We choose to make
temperature dependence measurements on the sample near
the optimal doping region because the superconducting gap is
larger and its temperature dependence near the nodal region
can be confidently resolved by our instruments. In contrast
to the gap magnitude in the antinodal region, which is known
to be rather temperature independent from earlier ARPES
measurements [11], the gap near the nodal region appears
to vary with temperature significantly. Figure 6 shows the
temperature dependence of the gap at a position near the nodal
region of the slightly underdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ cuprate
with Tc = 92 K. The gap collapses at a temperature very
close to Tc with a temperature dependence reminiscent of that
predicted by BCS theory (figure 6(b)). With the high resolution
of our ARPES measurements, the thermally populated upper
Bogoliubov band can also be resolved in raw EDCs for
temperatures lower than Tc, which moves closer to EF when
the temperature approaches Tc and disappears at temperatures
higher than Tc (figure 6(a)). This further confirms that the
energy gap observed near the nodal region is clearly related to
the superconducting gap, which closes at temperatures close to
Tc. Figure 6(c) summarizes the temperature dependence of the
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Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the gap in slightly underdoped Bi-2212 cuprate. (a) Raw EDCs near the nodal region on the Fermi
surface at several different temperatures from below Tc to above Tc. The small feature seen above EF is the upper branch of the Bogoliubov
quasiparticle dispersion. (b) The gap size fit from the symmetrized spectrum of (a). The inset indicates the momentum position of the
spectrum in the first Brillouin zone. (c) A summary of the temperature dependence of the gap near the nodal and the antinodal region.
Reproduced with permission from [26]. Copyright 2007 Nature Publishing Group.

Figure 7. Temperature evolution of the gap function of Bi-2212 crystals with three different doping levels with Tc 75 K (UD75K), 92 K
(UD92K), and 86 K (OD86K, slightly overdoped sample). Reproduced with permission from [26]. Copyright 2007 Nature Publishing Group.

gap near the antinodal region and nodal region, highlighting
the very different temperature dependence behavior. Since it
is very un-natural to have one gap behave almost oppositely
near the transition temperature, we argue that that the observed
temperature dependence is indicative of the existence of two
energy gaps in this system [14]. We note that the gap in this
intermediate region appears to have a temperature dependence
but the gap does not close at Tc, indicating a mixture of
the nodal and antinodal behavior, which leads to a smooth
transition from one to the other.

This different temperature dependence of the gap in
different regions of the momentum space results in a very
interesting gap function evolution on the Fermi surface.
Figure 7 demonstrates the temperature evolution of the gap
function for samples with three different doping levels. At
the temperature above Tc, there exists a gapless region
on the Fermi surface that reduces with more underdoping.
At temperatures right below Tc, this region opens a
superconducting gap consistent with a simple d-wave form,

| cos(kx) − cos(ky)|/2, while the gap near the antinodal region
deviates from this simple d-wave form. Most interestingly,
at the lowest temperature, we found that the gap function
evolves into a simple d-wave form for the overdoped (OD86K)
and slightly underdoped samples (UD92K); however, for the
more underdoped sample (UD76K), the gap function does not
recover to the simple d-wave form at the lowest temperature we
can measure, a reflection of the dominance of the pseudogap.
Again, the observed temperature evolution of the gap function
is very hard to reconcile within a one-gap picture as the form
of the gap function should remain the same once the system
enters the superconducting state, at least in the simple mean-
field picture. It appears that there is a component of d-
wave superconductivity that tries to expand to the entire Fermi
surface region (toward the antinodal region) and takes over the
territory of the antinodal pseudogap when the system moves
‘deeper’ into the superconducting state at lower temperature.
For the system with sufficient doped hole concentration the
d-wave superconducting state manages to take over the entire
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Fermi surface at low temperature, while for more underdoped
samples the pseudogap effect is too strong for the d-wave
superconducting state to fully overcome; therefore, the simple
d-wave form of the superconducting gap function can only be
extended to a part of the Fermi surface near the nodal region;
while the superconducting gap near the antinodal region is
mixed with the residual pseudogap component. When the
system is further underdoped the quasiparticle peak can be
completely suppressed in the antinodal region, as has been
discussed as mentioned before in the heavily underdoped
region [25].

In summary, our results depict a momentum space picture
in which the superconducting gap resides near the nodal region
and the pseudogap lives near the antinodal region. The
observed temperature and doping dependences have vividly
demonstrated the interplay of these two energy gaps. This
momentum space picture of the two gaps also provides a
natural explanation for resolving the contradictory results
between the single particle probe and other experiments, since
different experimental probes emphasize different aspects of
the electronic structure of the Fermi surface. For example,
STM is known to be more sensitive to the antinodal region [19],
while the Andreev reflection measurement is directly sensitive
to the superconducting condensate—the state near the nodal
region. We also note that several recent ARPES measurements
from other groups and an increasing number of results from
other types of experiments are leading to the same conclusion
of a two-gap picture. In any case, we have established
a detailed phenomenology of the behavior of the energy
gap, which provides further constraints for developing a
microscopic theory of the high-Tc superconducting cuprates.

3. Summary and outlook

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy has been an
extremely powerful tool for mapping the band structure and
Fermi surface for solid state samples. We have shown that
the precision of the current ARPES measurement is sufficient
for performing quantitative analysis comparable to the bulk
measurements. In particular, with the improved resolution,
precision, and data acquisition efficiency, ARPES as a probe
of the many-body effects has also played an increasingly
important and valuable role in understanding the physics of
novel complex quantum materials. One of the natural future
directions for ARPES is to push for an even higher resolution,
which will be crucial for the more quantitative analysis on the
low energy electronic excitations and their related phenomena.
There are also a lot of efforts in progress trying to bring new
dimensions into the ARPES technique, such as the spin of the
electronic state and the electronic dynamics in the time domain.
Many exciting developments of the spin-resolved ARPES and
time-resolved ARPES have been made recently using a laser
as the light source. In addition, with the further development
of the light source, such as the modern accelerator-based
free-electron laser (FEL) and the ultra-bright synchrotron
light source, it becomes increasingly feasible to develop the

so-called ‘nano-ARPES’, in which ARPES measurement is
performed as a nano-scope with a spatial resolution of the order
of 10 nm. In any case, in the perceivable future, we envision
ARPES will continue evolving and playing an irreplaceable
role in the scientific research of complex materials.
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